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Abstract 

As China’s tourist industry booms, the promotional introductions about many tourist 
attractions in Chinese have been translated into English version to attract more tourists.  
Due to the usage gap between English and Chinese words, some problems therefore 
appear. Usage gap between English and Chinese words is analyzed aiming at providing 
some suggestions for the C-E translation of promotional landscape introduction, taking 
Hebei province as an example. 
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1. Introduction 

China is a nation of resourceful human civilization and natural landscape, turning into a 
destination for many foreign visitors [1]. Meanwhile as the strategy of synchronous 
development of Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei pushes Hebei Province to advance its environmental 
construction and tourist industry, many promotional tour introductions are translated into 
English for foreign visitors. But as a matter of fact, the translations of the landscape 
introductions in Hebei Province sometimes do not comply with the idiomatic and cultural 
traditions of foreign tourists. Thus there is an urgent need to compare the usage gap of the 
source and target texts in order to improve their translation.  

The usage gap exists mainly in two main aspects: differences in connotative words meanings 
and grammatical differences including conversion, word formation and transitivity[2]. The 
examples are mainly from the tourist attractions of Hebei Province: Ancient Lotus Pond, 
Baiyangdian Lake and Baishishan Mountain. 

2. Usage Gap of Words from Two Aspects 

2.1. Differences in Connotative Meanings 

The first kind of the usage difference may be general in translating ancient poems or idiomatic 
sayings of the wisdom from our ancestors[3]. Those expressions contain many culturally 
unique factors of an individual culture, which are seemingly untranslatable culture-loaded 
words[4]. In the introduction of“含沧亭”in the tourist attraction of Ancient Lotus Pond, the 
Chinese version is as follows:  

 

Example 1 

含沧亭 

莲池行宫十二景之一……因此直隶总督方观承说：“每凭风延咏，如闻濯缨之歌”。根据此景，

“含沧”当是“显现《沧浪歌》”之意。 
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English Translation:  

Pavilion of Han Cang (HanCang Ting) 

It is one of the twelve sceneries of the Place of lotus Pond. ….… So Fang Guangcheng, the military 
and political governor of Hebei Province has once said,“Every time chanting poems facing the 
wind in a loud voice here, one is as if hearing a child’s singing the Song of Canglang.” According 
to this, the name “Canglang” should be used to embody the meaning of the Song of Canglang. 

Literally “风” means the wind, and “凭风” is translated as “facing the wind”. Although “凭风” 
and “facing the wind” are identically correspondent according to the explanation of the literal 
meanings, there is a little difference in the real essence of the poem cited here. The “wind” here 
means the popular habit of a certain period than the real physical wind. In this introduction of 
the pavilion of Han Cang, it means to make use of the ancient heritage or follow the ancient or 
the habitual fashion from the past. Therefore, it will be much better to change the “facing the 
wind” into “in traditional forms”. 

Another case of this kind is the introduction of the stone of Wang Yangming:  

 

Example 2   

碑阴有立石人跋文五行 

 English Translation:  

On the other side of the stone were written five lines of postscripts in the style of the official 
script by the one that set the stone. 

“碑阴”is  a culture-loaded word which has implied meaning of the traditional worship of the 
balance of yin and yang. The “yin” here actually means the opposite of the face. The English 
version only shows the basic meaning: it represents a side of a stone. But it does not clearly 
state the Chinese culture to visitors. And the suggestion here is to change “on the other side” 
into “on the back” in order to make the grammatical meaning more sensible. 

2.2. Grammatical Differences 

Grammatical differences include the different uses of the seemingly and literally identical 
words of two languages. They have corresponding meaning in the explanations of the general 
dictionaries. But if the careful disparities are picked out, some distinctive features will appear. 
The differences may be accepted by common target readers. While in other cases, the 
distinctions will not make sense in real life.   

2.2.1. Conversion 

During the English vocabulary development, conversion appears more often in English 
language than in Chinese language. Therefore in Chinese-English translation, word 
transformation is often adopted. The first kind of the transformation is conversion from 
adjectives into nouns. 

 

Example 3 

碑文为行草，笔力雄健，是王阳明墨迹的精品。 

English Translation:  

The epigraph, written with the mixed style of running hand and cursive hand with firm strokes, 
was the most exquisite of Wang Yangming’s calligraphy. 

English language features with simplicity and clarity. Nouns are more often used in English 
texts as formal writing. The following two sentences shall be classified as conversion from the 
verbs into nouns.  
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Example 4 

白石山-太行山，燕山，恒山三山交会，孕育了世界名山的万种风情。 

English Translation:  

Baishi mountain is the intersection of the Taihangshan mountain, Yanshan mountain, Hengshan 
mountain. Therefore，people can see mountains of different characteristics in here. 

 

Example 5 

它反映白石山地区仍在抬升。 

English Translation:  

represents the continuous uplift of Baishishan area. 

The two sentences are transforming the Chinese verbs into English nouns. Chinese is rather an 
analytical language and it features as the endless usage of the dynamic verbs to make a 
statement, whereas English is a rather stative and synthetic. It prefers nouns to verbs to show 
the logic and scientific thinking mode behind the words. So the English version shortens them 
up out of the economical rule to combine two parts together. 

2.2.2. Word Formation 

Each language has its own features and expressive traditions. Chinese and English words differ 
in many ways, one of which is representative by the modifier.  

 

Example 6  

山顶上站立一只“雄鸡”，惟妙惟肖，它是大自然的杰作。 

English Translation:  

There is a rooster-like stone vividly standing on the top of the hill.  

 

Example 7 

白洋淀气候宜人，风景绝美, 四季竞秀，妙趣天成。 

English Translation:  

Baiyangdian Lake has pleasant climate and is flamboyantly beautiful with four different seasons 
and natural environment. 

The English translations in the two sentences adopt a very clever change in word formation in 
contrast with the original Chinese texts. English tends to explain ideas with less words or use 
new words to express complicated meanings. Because English is more free to restructure the 
sentences by way of disjunctive adverbs, the translation of the adverbs usually cannot be stated 
by single words in Chinese. Thus, these special measures were taken to make the complete 
meaning transferred to the target readers. 

2.2.3. Transitivity 

Transitivity is a common phenomenon of verbs in a lot of languages. But the key point is 
whether the seemingly corresponding verbs are identical in transitivity. This is an important 
factor to judge the usage gap of the two languages. The transitivity lies in the passive voice and 
in the ability to carry an object [5]. 

 

Example 8 

途中断为数块 

English Translation:  

On the way, it was broken into pieces. 
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The Chinese text uses intransitive verb to show the condition of the stone, while in the English 
text, transitive verb “break” is used to conform to the original meaning, and meanwhile passive 
voice is used to express the state of the stone. 

 

Example 9 

同时，由于巨大内力的顶举，受巨大原生节理控制，发育成主山脊。 

English Translation:  

Meanwhile, due to the huge life of the internal forces and the huge primary joints, a main 
mountain ridge formed. 

This sentence shows the different conversion between the Chinese transitive verb and the 
English intransitive verb.  

The two examples show that target text and the source text do not necessarily need to 
correspond strictly with each other in word transitivity. Translators really need is to completely 
master the information in source text and may change the transitivity in the target verbs in 
order to convey all the information to the tourists. 

3. Conclusion 

From the statement above, the conclusion may be drawn that the discrepancy lies in the origin 
of the two languages [6]. The usage gap between Chinese and English words exists mainly in 
two aspects of the two language systems, i.e. connotative word meanings and grammatical 
differences. Through analysis of the corresponding English translation of the landscape 
introductions, attention and awareness may be given to usage gap of Chinese and English words 
as well as the paradigm of the outbound tourism translation. Despite different analysis may 
appear, efforts have been made to exchange academic ideas just as an attempt to promote the 
tour industry in Hebei China.  
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